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Description:
Foam-Away is a high-foaming, portable, safe-to-use coil and filter cleaner. Foam-Away
will remove dirt, grime, gunk and layers of grease and oil from: any air conditioning
unit, refrigerator, heat pump, ice machine, heat exchanger, ventilator, water fountain
coils, refrigerator coils, electric furnace filters, outside air conditioning coils,
dehumidifier coils, water source heat pump, radiators, smoke and odor eliminators.
Benefits:

1 can of Foam-Away is enough to treat up to 50 square feet or
10 average sized units.
» SELF-RINSING - No messy clean up.
» QUICK - Clinging foam penetrates and dissolves grease, dirt, and lint for easy removal.
» EASY - No disassembly required. Units are ready for immediate use.
» CONVENIENT - 360° Valve System works upside down making
Foam-Away great in hard to reach areas.

» VERSATILE - Cleans both condenser (hot side) and evaporator (cold side).
» SAFE - Low VOCs, Non-flammable, non-chlorinated, non-corrosive.
» COMPATIBLE - Will not harm aluminum, brass, glass, or steel, and
safe on most rubber, plastic, and painted surfaces.

» COST-EFFECTIVE - Eliminates the need for buckets, sprayers, and water hoses. Saves time and labor. Promotes
efficient heat transfer on coils, restoring optimal efficiency and reducing cooling expenses.

Application:
For Rinse Applications: Place protective paper, cloth or absorbent material under unit to capture
deposits being removed. Point special 360° nozzle and spray towards surface to be cleaned.
Thoroughly saturate the targeted area with FOAM-AWAY. Allow FOAM-AWAY to sit by leaving on the
surface for 10-15 minutes. On heavily encrusted areas, some brushing may be necessary. Rinse
thoroughly with water. Repeat if necessary to remove stubborn soils.
For No Rinse Applications: Place protective paper, cloth or absorbent material under unit so as to
capture soils being removed. Point 360° nozzle and spray towards surface to be cleaned. Thoroughly
saturate the targeted area with FOAM-AWAY allowing condensation from unit to wash away soils.

Specifications:
Foam Away is a high foaming, white, opaque emulsion with a pleasant, fresh citrus fragrance. Foam Away has a pH
between 10 and 10.6 and weighs 8.26 pounds per gallon (0.99 grams per milliliter). With a Health rating of 1, a
Flammability rating of 1, and a Reactivity rating of 0, personnel using Foam Away are only recommended to use safety
glasses.
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